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NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY, AUGUST 29, 1912.
NO GAME LAWS FOR THE GREAT AMERICAN CALF.

FEAR OF CRITICISM WAS

FISH

DEER

ON INTERVENTION ORDER

-

WILD

LAW

TOLD HIM

EXPERTS

SOLDIERS TO NICARAGUA BUT

'

REMARKS

WITHDRAW ORDER WHEN TROOPS

IT

WAS

ALRIGHT

IN SENATE

CAUSED

MOUNTAIN

TO SEND
HIM TO

SHEEP
GOflTS

HRRE

patch announcing that fact to the
navy department did not reach here
until early today. Besides reporting
ing the closing hours of the last ses- the arrival of the gunboat, the dission of the senate, with intimations patch said the cruiser California was
that an American army would be sent tc, yesterday, and about 400 marines
to Nicaragua soon after congress ad- and bluejackets at Corinto and steam
journed are believed by some officials for Panama to embark the 730 mahere to be the reasons which actuated rines which the Prairie is now speedPresident Taft in revoking the order ing to Colon for transportation across
sending the Tenth infantry from the the Isthmus.
Anxiety is expressed for Managua,
canal zone to Nicaragua.
All authorities on international law i;i view of a dispatch dated Monday,
which was received at the state dein the state, war and navy departpartment early today from American
are
that
ments
practically agreed
there is no technical differences be- Minister Weitzel. The dispatch meretween the kahki clad soldiers and the ly stated that the government had
marine or bluejacket when employed been informed that another attack as a landing force in a foreign coun- upon the capital wou'd be mode by
try. But there is a public sentiment the rebels. Nothing of later date had
which invariably associates the land- been received at noon today.
X'pon his arrival at Corinto, Com- ing of soldiers with actual warfare
On mander Washington, who now is the
and a permanency of purpose.
the other hand marines and bluejack- senior naval officer in Nicaraguan
ets are so frequently called upon for waters, called into conference a com-- i
the most temporary and exigent ser- mittee representing the rebels. The
revolutionary forces acquiesed in the
vice as to excite little comment.
From a military point of view, it is demand for the immediate repair of
the railway between Corinto and
said, at the state department, the only
tele-- ;
effect of the president's action of last Managua, and the opening of
communication,
night will be to slightly retard the graphic
A
received here today said
assembly of a sufficient American wires dispatch
between Corinto and Managua
force in Nicaragua to insure the
would be in operation within 4S hours
bemaintenance of communication
tween the American legation in Man- but that it would require IS days foi
the repair of the railroad.
agua and the warships at Corinto, 72
Much suffering, by reason of the
miles away.
great scarcity of food, was reported
It is not, believed that American by Commander
.
Washington.
lives will be in great danger for the
The consul at Corinto says a com-- '
next two or three days, especially as (mission of rebels
appeared at Corinto
knowledge of the purpose of the Unit- August 12 under a flag of truce. Fran-- j
ed States to use any necessary Cisco
Baco, who headed the party, pre- amount of force to accomplish the sented an ultimatum to the
federal:
purposes announced by Minister Weit-ze- l commander for the
of the'
capitulation
is fully known to the rebel leadwithin six. hours. The consul;
jtowr
ers.
assured them that the commander of;
The navy's reinforcements are be- the gunboat Annapolis was prepared
ginning to report their arrival in Nic- to land an armed force for the pro-aragua. The gunboat Denver arrived tection of the place and the rebels
at Corinto on Tuesday, but the dis- - disappeared.
Washington,

D.

C,

Aug.

29.

Ad-

COUNTY ASKS MR. GUILFOIL
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CHAPTER FOUR.
numerous
mercantile and liquor)
j
The lion ion of the report of T. J. miuis Hie missing ana no record maue
of the dispostion of same. From all
Uuiitoil, of the traveling auditor's dethe stubs were torn out
on
Socorro county
with appearances
partment
an random, no record being made of
which the New
is dealing to- their disposition or
why they are
ui-the inability of the missing.
day.
a diti.r M find an entire carload of
In absence of an accepted account(:i:ent a I t.'.e payment ct excessive ing for all missing stubs it would, of
p.::i.)M.t s m;- hiil.s rendered together course, be impossible to make this
witii '!.e purchase of fountain pens, portion
of the examination com('mars i, nd typewriters with county plete and satisfactory.
v, anv.nts
the atovewuu property
in,
Suspended Accounts,
.
Several instances bein unaccounted, T) i ,
... l
,
mi m: jierevw
ja
jiir ur
t
for.
and
invoices
ilers
Warrant
supporting
As a sidelight on the regime in SoNo.
amount $S 18.40, issued W. D.
corro county during the past
Crabtree,
January 4th, 1912. Attenthe disclosures in this portion tion is diiected
to the item scheduled
of the report are, if anything, even
in said invoice,
more startling than the exposures
One ear cement, JOij barrels
yesterday when furniture was sent to
lOu sacks)
loo.oo
the home of K. Howard Sweet, then inn
.
.
40.00
sacks
probate clerk, and which the auditor
reports, was paid for by county warTotal
140.00
rant.
Your
was
to
auditor
unable
learn
inThe auditor admits today, his
for point of delivery of this material and
ability to check up the receipts
the vendor was not able to definitely
bemercantile and liquor licenses
was delivered.
cause
NT MIC HOI'S
AUK advise where same
STUBS
MISSING AND NO RECORD IS Your auditor was given to understand
that, same was delivered to Mr. Mer-- i
MAIK OK SAME.
One car'oad of cement, the auditor riwrother, who is in charge of road
in Socorro county, for the good
reports, which contained some 400 work
sacks and was valued, according to "Ml,s commission, anu upon netng
Unvoice at the sum of ?S1S.M could (i,'"stl0Ile(3- advlae1 that lle had re"
'nor be located. The auditor savg he ('elve(1 4lJli sacks of cement from Mr.
was l,aid for
(was given to understand that this ce - ('rabtn'e bl,t ,ne samft
ment was turned over to Road Kngi- - '"" of ,,ln,is ""''lished him by the
als commission, and that the
Mirer Mrrriweather, but Mr. Merri - soo1
weather gave him the rather startling
information tlmt lie had paid for hisi him with any such quantity of ceown cement out of the road I'und and;!ment. The contract price of Mr.
that he did NOT receive cement, from! Merriwcdtlier for cement furnished
cents per barrel, as aeainst
Socorro county. Who got the cement?! was
The lo.'.dl'.or ray.i he coif d not fine" ?1.1'i gross, the invoice price to Socorro county. Your auditor was un- Ul!,t
ce"
81,isfy 1,ime
As on yesferdav, this porticn of the!able
Invnipcd to Socorro county was
report is so plain that it needs no ex- - mp,lt
um-lur uie tipneai OI MCWrO COUtl- nnto
l,tMi.atn,-U
n1:nnst
of
so
solely
figures,
arranged as
same anil recommends
that unless
They are of
speak for themselves.
interest, to every tax payer in thei suitable explanation can be made, and
recounty of Socorro and of the state at delivery shown, r.ction be taken to
cover the amount invoiced against
This
what.
G.iilfoill
is
Mr.
large.
'
the county. Attention is directed to
says:
Little regard and no regularity was' the list of warrants issued for which
maintained in the demand for proper no approval is recorded and therein
will be noted Warrant No. 533, IS1S.40
endorsement, of warrants and the
above referred to, was not formally
proper execution of vouchers. Stat-- i
ute requires that full itemized ac-- j approved in the manner prescribed
counts be filed for all claims against by law, (as were many other war- v
the county. Your auditor was unable """ "a"luJ 10
rautree.)
Accounts Overpaid,
to find regular Itemized accounts to,'
support all warrants issued by thej March, 1911, A. B. Remis, Justice
county. In fact in but few instances Precinct 27.
do the accounts filed
4.05
against thelB'" rendered
8.10
county represent a sufficient account l aid
as is contemplated ny tne statutes Overpayment
4.03
$
which should be required of the proDuplication in payment.
bate clerk before accepting them. A
March, 1911, Wuille Reaid.
1.75
great number of warrants and vouch- Bill rendereu
ers were not endorsed by the payee Paid
3.50
but bear endorsement without ques- Overpayment
1.73
tion that of the probate clerk or his
duplication in payment.
assistants. Many warrants are here
August, 1910, Pedro Armijo,
road
with returned that show endorse - supervisor,
ment not the bonafide endorsement Bill allowed
.
15.00
of the payee, but an endorsement that Paid
.
25.00
is without doubt that of the
10.00
probate Overpayment
clerk. The original warrants are re- turned herewith and themselves are. Bill allowed
$ 21.50
conclusive of this statement. Your Paid
27.50
auditor attempted to verify the var-- i Overpayment
6.00
1011s purcnases or
March 29, 1907. D. A Ortega
typewriters by the
county and with this in view, re- Account rendered
.$235.95
quested several typewriter firms to Paid
. 239.95
render,, itemized statements of their Overpayment. . . .
4.00
accounts for Socorro county for the
D. A. Ortega.
past five years, but failed to receive Account rendered
...$259.20
complete returns upon his requests. Paid
... 3GC.70
In this connection, he is of the belief Overpayment
$107.50
that if complete itemized statements
October 1st, 190 Pedro Contreras..
are obtained if will be shown that at Account rendered
..$105.76
least one typewriter was paid for by Paid
.. 109.00
the county of Socorro that is being Overpayment
$ 3.24
used for other purposes than county
January Gth, 1908, A. Gurule.
and not in the possession of the coun- Account allowed
$ 23.15
ty or its present officers.
Paid
24.30
But one complete
bill Overpayment
telephone
$ 1.15
was found in the files for toll and
Januaiy, 190S, E. Olguinn.
phone service, although it is presum- Account allowed
....$ 3.00
ed that a bill was filed monthly. In Paid
7.00
one bill that was found in the files Overpayment
4.00
$9.90 charges are found that were not
Juan Garcia.
properly chargeable to the county and Account allowed
$ COO
evidently the personal account of E. Paid
7.00
H. Sweet.
Overpayment
,1.00
License Issued for Which No RemitJesus Abeyta.
tance is Recorded In the Office of Account allowed .
...$ 15.00
the County Treasurer,
Paid
18.00
Your auditor attempted to verify Overpayment
$ 3.00
the full list of these Items, that are
S. Martinez.
Schedule "A" and Account allowed . ...$ 5.00
fully scheduled
"Al" of this report. It was not pos- Paid
6.00
sible to get full returns upon all items, Overpayment
$ 1.00
but upon the showing of the Items
January, 1909, E. S. Stapleton.
which returns were received, it Is Account rendered .
...$ 18.00
only reasonable to suppose that this Paid
22.00
same condition obtains in the items Overpayment
$ 4.00
upon which, for various reasons reDecember 19, 1911, Fred Levitt-deputturns were not obtainable.
sheriff.
Irregularities in Issuance of Licenses. Bill rendered
$ 93.15
In addition to detail lists of the Paid
97.70
licenses Issued for which no funds Overpayment
$ 4.55
are accounted for in the treasurer's
Includes
$14.75
paid previously,
.
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TESTIMONY LIKE FOLii
CRftf'T IN NEW VORK
THEV WOULDN'T LET HIM TELL FACTS

!

Bennington, Vt, Aug. 29. Attack
Senator Penrose, of Pennsylvania,
be deceived again as to its character and John I). Archbold, of the Stand-Ou- r
idea of it has been from the first ;,rd Oil company, was made here
there was a genuine partnership d.iy by colonel Theodore Roosevelt in
tanu mat an were upon one looting opening his Vermont campaign.
und were to share alike.
He assailed Mr Archbold and Sen- Hut a very interesting thing haa
ator Penrose for their testimony bejcome to light. That is not, in fact,! fore the senate campaign contribution
the way the government has been
investigating committee.
n m
i..
in uu. uu.e. T.
it tM
..We haVj been gayjng for some
WOODROW WILSON DECLARES
THAT au.ii.mau
trusin uic nanus ui
time," said Colonel Roosevelt, "that
and
seldom
tees
have
the
partners
PRESIDENT
TAFT
REPRESENTS
I was opposed by alliances between
been allowed a real governing voice
interests and now John D. Arch-- !
big
in
its
TRUSTEES AND NOT THE PEOPLE
administration.
of the Standard Oil company,
bold,
"We had supposed that we were
IN NATION
the national
business and Senator Penrose, jump up to say
conducting
it is true."
along the lines laid down by JefferColonel Roosevelt read from the
son but we find that a matter of fact
we have been conducting along the testimony of Mr. Archbold and SenaHE AGREES WITH
lines laid down by Hamilton. Hamii-,o- tor Penrose before the senate combelieved that the common mil mittee. As soon as these men had
men
ot
had little qualification lor testified, he said, "they let Mr. ArchCOL. ROOSEVELT
such business that it could be really bold go off to Europe and they scatcomprehended and wisely directed tered to the four winds and refused
only by those who led in commeicijl to let me testify. I am as well satisand industrial enterprises and owned fied by the unconscious testimony for
Colonel Roosevelt's
anology X by the chief bodies of property in me of Messrs. Archbold and Penrose.
that the benefits of the pro- - X the county. And in our
of its
the Their
stripped
tective tariff system eonstitu- - X leaders of the Republican time, have verbiage, testimony,
reads not unlike some of the
party
ted "prize money" of which X
or unconsciously adopted testimony that appears in some cases
too much was kept by the of- - X consciously
his notion.
of police protection to the under- X fleers and too little distribut- - X
"The men financed party campaigns world in our great cities,
ed to the crew was criticized X and were
always on the inside when1 "Mr. Archbold and Senator Penrose
by Governor Wilson here to- X party policy was to be determined,
testified that Mr. Bliss had attempted
He
X
to
in
know
wanted
day.
were the trustees. What wentto blackmail the Standard Oil com-ohis speech before the State X TheyIn the
trustee meetings we were
Mr. Archbold did not complain
Grangers' picnic just where X very seldom allowed to learn learn- - pany.
because he was blackmailed.
What
the "prize money" came from. X ed indeed
inonly by impertinent
he COmplained of was that he did not
He said the "plunder"
came. X
by congressional investi- - get the goodg
Penrose testified that
from the farmers who were X quiry, only
or trials in court which the he tried to biackmaii the standard
taxed too highly by the tai'iff X gations
trustees
interfered
complained sadly
on corapany y saylng tnat ,r it
on agricultural implements.
X w.th the
regular course of busines
contribute it might incur hosnot
The governor confined him- - X
him"Mr. Roosevelt has
in certain quarters. As the senself to the tariff and how it X self a convert to the proclaimed
tility
protective policy ator has admitted what he has done,
affected the facters and drew X
I say a convert because he at one
X attention to President Taft's X
time very frankly avowed a different
veto on the farmers' Free List X
opinion and has said that while we j PANAMA MUST STOP
bill.
X admitted
that, no doubt, some duties
BRUTAL POLICE ASSAULTS.
X
"I dare say he was right X
too high and ought to be lower-- ,
New York,
X from his point of view" said X
Aug. 29. Emon the whole the policy pursued
ed,
demands upon the Panama govX Governor Wilson, speaking of X
phatic
had
by
administrations
ernment to control the Panama police
X President Taft in this connec- - X been Republican
the right one; and he thought! and
X tion, "for he represented the X the
put an end to the gross brutare-;
"prize money" which had been
with which Americans, soldiers,
X trustees and not the people," X calved
lity
under that
the ma- collnrc anrl ivHinna havo Viaon fraat.
The governor argued that X nufacturers of the system by was
X
country
have bee iasued by tne American
X the government of the country X
jgtaUs department It wa8 ln tne exe.
X had been in control of "self- - X gitimate booty.
"The analogy is a very Interesting cution of these orders that American
X constituted trustees" in the X
X republican party and that it X cue. Prize money is generally ac.jMinister Dodge yesterday demanded
of the Chief of Police,
X was time for the people to ob- - X quired by capture and not by any the.
X tnin control of their own gov- - X process- of earning, but Mr. Rooseveit Quijano, and Police Captain Delaosia.
is
and
says that his only
always frank
X eminent.
objection to the system is that too
as
much of the prize money remained
POWDER EXPLODES.
in the hands of the officers and too
Knoxville, Tenn., Aug. 23
Williams Grove, Pa., Aug. 29. Gov. little of It is distributed to the crew.
Two hundred and forty kes;s
Wilson, in a speech at a farmers' ral- His own object, he avows to be to see
KilH:itf
of powder
exploded
ly here today talked of the farmers' to it that more of the prize money
three men and injuring fou,' at
share of prosperity with existing tariff gets into the pay envelopes of those
the Sand Powder Cmipany
whom the free booters employ. The
laws.
Mi'! this mornirg. The mill
now
I
wish
ra'se
to
point
He said In part: "It Is strange that interesting
is 23 miles west of here. Those
from
who
is
the
plunder,
supplies
we should have put off so long lookkilled were laborers employed
ing into our government to see wheth- whom is the prize money taken?"
.n the mixing department.
The present democratic congress
er It is in fact run according to the
of
idea
the
his
governwe
for
laid
down
it,
rules
originally
but It is certain that we are now look- ment. They supposed that its benefits
A live paper makes a live - town.
ing into It very shaply indeed and
Continued on Page Elgnt.
We are making a live paper. Read it.
without the least danger that we shall
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he should be thrown out of the I'nitea it should be used, proved himself a
States senate. The man writes Ilia coward.
own condemnation down himself."
"Some of my friends say," said the
The colonel said that today he had president, "that if a king had used
met James . Garfield, who was a the veto power as I have his head
member of his cabinet, and who had would drop in the basket. But I am
told him that at the time the Stand- not a king and that is very different.
was The president has the power, and it is
ard Oi! company's contribution
supposed to have been made the gov- his duty if he does not approve legisernment had been investigating the lation to veto it. He must use the
Oil company for IS months.
veto when his conscience tells him,
The suit was brought, he said, the whether his head drops in the basresult of it was to show that whether ket or not. Presidents are men and
or not the Oil corporation did con- most of them are they will exercise
tribute, it had no influence with his thL-- veto when they think they ought."
"Look over the vetoes
of other
administration.
The former president appealed to presidents and show me the bad ones
republicans to come to the support of j and I will show you more made good.
Our forefathers thought that it was
the progressive party.
"The procession is going along," well to have one man who would rep-

to lead resent all the people and should be
able to tell all the people when he
Colonel Roosevelt
the saw legislation that he did not believe
predicted
passing of the republican party and was good. The veto is an excellent
referred to President Taft "as the thing. My friends who criticize me
j forget that I was elected just as they
last of the reactionaries."
"The republican machine left the were and by a good many more peo- republican party at Chicago last ' P'e than they were."
The president spoke to the farmers
June. The republican machines care
for defeating me more than the elect- of legislation which congress had ening of their own ticket. They never did acted for their benefit and promised
care for Mr. Taft except as a means that other legislation would follow.
of beating me."
"One trouble with the present-daWhat the republicans hope, the reformer," Mr. Taft said, "is that he
asserted, was to elect a wants his reforms put into effect todemocrat.
morrow morning
before
breakfast.
Reforms do not come so quickly.
Columbus, Ohio, Aug. 29. Presi- Mere change is not necessarily progdent Taft publicly explained
ress."
his exercise of the veto power. In
Mr. Taft was not told of the arrest
his speech to a great crowd of farm- of Mrs. Caroline Beers, as she was
ers on the state fair grounds, here, he trying to see the president. She cardeclared that a president who did not ried two knives afld said later she
use the veto power when he thought intended to "Dunish the president."
said he.

"I want Vermont

it and not to follow along."

y

y

CRAZV WOMAN IN
HOTEL WAITED FOR
TAFT WITH KNIFE
Columbus, Ohio, Aug. 29. Caroline
Beers, aged 40, who said she was
from Greenville, Ohio, was arrested
by Pittsburgh detectives at the Southern Hotel while waiting for President
Taft with two long knives found concealed in her clothing. Ihe woman
said she was the wife of the president.
Mrs. Beers said she was going to
punish the president. She had been
noticed yesterday afternoon waiting
around the hotel and told employes
that she was waiting for the president.
"I have the sacred knife for President Taft" she told a detective when
arrested. The woman did not get
near the president but was found and
rushed out of the hotel just as the
presidential party arrived.
She was found in one of the nnnpr
flcors waitinK near the elevator on
which It wag expected the president

would go to his apartments.
One of the knives found in her
clothing was a long keen bladded affair, on the handle of which a picture
oi' President Taft had been
photographed. Mrs. Beers was well dressed. A roll of $200 was found in her
clothing.
EARTHQUAKE IN MICHIGAN.
Calumet, Mich., Aug. 29. What U
believed to have been an earthquake
shock was felt here at 8:41 this
morning, being general in Calumet
district. The shock lasted several
seconds and-- shook buildings.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
ROOSEVELT
COMING.

X
X
X
X

Chicago, 111., Aug. 27, 1912.
Miguel A. Otero,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Conforming to your sugges- tion we will put Colonel Roose- velt Into Albuquerque Wednes- day, September IS, on Santa Fe
train No. 2, 3:35 In the after-noon, leaving on No. 8, 7:25 that
evening.
O. K. DAVIS,
Secretary National Committee.
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In every book of licenses (for both

V

(Continued

on page eight.)
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SANIA FE NEW MEXICAN

The Little Store

THURSDAY, AUGUST 29, 1912.

SUCCESSFUL SESSIONS OF THREE

RELIGIOUS ORGANIZA TIONS WOMAN ESCAPES
DREADFUL

There is being held in the city otl years service in X. JI. especially
tentatiousl avow id Taos: Miss M. T. Tripu told
the Holy Faith, a riuiet,
'gathering of determined, consecrated, of the work of the Harwood IndusChristian men and women who have a trial school under the direction of the
E. church; Miss Blake referred to
great work before hem. They are
not trying to exploit the mineral or the work that is being done in KanHow She Was Saved From
s
commercial values of the new state; sas in behalf of the
who are there; and J. C. Ross
but they are trying to do all that they
Surgeon's Knife by Lydia
can to give to tome of the Spanish-- , of Albuquerque told of the work of
E. Pinkham's VegetaAmerican children facilities for an the Menaul school where there are
ble Compound.
education and development in Chris-;tia- Mti Mexican boys. Perhaps the most
character that otherwise they striking statement of the evening was
ie-one that Mr. Ross made in relation
will not possess. About thirty-fivMogadore, Ohio. "The first two years
legates from the Methodist, Congrega- - to a July trip to the Taos County In- - I was married I suffered so much from
female troubles and
tional, and Presbyterian organizations stitute. He said that out of 59 teach-arpresent in the city and are hold-- , ers there in attendance, 54 had been I
bearing down pains
that I could not stand
;ing their sessions in the Allison Mis- - ttained at least in part, in some
school. They will continue herejtestant Mission School. Certainly that
on my feet long
enough to do my
through Monday forenoon of next shows a wonderful influence in the
work. The doctor
week.
ci.use of education in the new state.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
said I would have to
The programme of the hour Was
Tho cotiuinn nf tho Tircf Prpchvtp.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE BEGISTER
TICKETS
tten entered upon. Miss Francis Da- - ian Church has decided to give a re- undergo an operation, but my husband
jus of Embudo was the Erst one en--on: cc.,)tjon to the members of the Con
wanted me to try
the programme ana read a paper
ference tomorrow evening at the P;es-- i
titled "School Room Decorations." byterlan Manse. Any friends who
Lydia E. Pinkham's
VegetableCompound
should
Davis
there
that
be.wouW
urged
meet
witn
like t0
the delegates
jMiss
I took three
first.
with the;;uuI ea,.n something of the work at
decorations in keeping
bottles and it made me well and strong
or
times; special days
regular
hand are cordially invited,
I avoided a dreadful operation. I
sens. For special days, the decora-- j
The following is the list of the de- - and
and
tions ot course would be m keeping legates: Ada G. Wagner, San Pablo; now have two fine healthy children,
I cannot say too much about what Lydia
wit h the celebration.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Ross, Albuquerhas
In the discussion that followed, the que; E. h. Gillespie, Truchas; Rev. E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
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WANTS

VEwrroBK Lbtteu
New York, Aug. 29. Mrs. ('. V.
Church, wife of a California millionaire, who is building a home at Greenwich. Conn., appeared in court there
yesterday to compel Michael Biseh-elle- ,
a foreman mason on her estate,
to allow her to kill his horse.
She has seen the horse, a sorry
specimen, drawing eight workmen from
ltye to her estate each day. She
warned Bischelle that he must not.
drive the horse any more. He ignored her. Then she arose early one
morning, took the horse away from
liischelle, whom she found heating it.
and had the sheriff arrest lhe man. A
examined
the
veterinarian, who
horse, reported that nothing would
help it.
Mrs. Church told Judge Humes she
wanted only to put the horse out of
its misery. She paid $21. CO for liischelle. that being the fine of $5 and
costs, persuaded Hischelle to sell her
the horse and engaged the veterinary to kill it. Then she (old Hischelle she would take him home in
her car. thanked the court officers
and departed smiling.
Miss Rhcta Childe Dorr, who he- longs to the Political Equality league,
attempted last night to get 'into the
Algonquin club, where a designating
was preparing to name
Robert P. Wagner, the club's leader,
as a candidate for the senate again.
.Miss Dorr did not get in. When the
c'tib members would not let her plead
with the designating
to
committee
;i:ame a man who viewed woman suf- Ifrage favorably, Miss Dorr went
around to the police station and told
the captain all about it. He said he
could not help her as the meeting was1
a private one.
Miss Dorr insisted
that that the meeting was public and
that it was any citizen's privilege to

J 773
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A

little affair occurred in New England
that went down in history as

The Boston l ea Party
itan

tea they must pay a tax on
Americans but for Englishmen.
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Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-eglass, set in leaded panes, and as the
all modern conveniences, including
place is always brilliantly lighted, electric light, steam heat and baths,
the passer-bhas no difficulty in in the First National Bank
building.
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into a R,ot 1)fisilp the box. As the will not draw from his imagination to
or whose
sole
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.
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anything that anyone shoes, for we want the patent
day for stealing.
man to shine
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feihuware stolen sixteen years ago' TMnKB (o (,,.ink
flre oI)(ninp(1
or smoke during office hours.
from James Watson was found hid- dropping a nickel, holding a cup o'r gum,
Some ladies
fill the bill better
den in a tree in his hack yard by his
glass ,n,,r n fnllrpti aml prpssin a than a man. can
when he started to chop button. There are buttons
for black
The work is to visit every Public
"'
coffee, coffee with milk, tea, iced tea' School
I aul
throughout New Mexico, secure
Singer, forty-twa
years
mill;
teachers as pupils, or those who want
Pie slipped on a banana peel. When
the1
Taking
ynur
from
provender
to become teachers, and to report
he leaves the hospital, surgeons say,
boxes, you carry it to a table sit
,lie will be cured. The fall corrected down and e;?t. Napkins, water 'sag-- : where a Business College would be
well
Where Tnen and wode ormit.es that defied surgical skill,
ar, condiments, sliced lemon crack-- ! men, supported.
boys and girls, are hungry for
J. V. Move an actor, in reaching ed ice
and any other
trimmings"! education, who want to push a pencil
or his hat fell from the reach plat- - are on
shelves around the room, nd for a
living instead of a wheelbarrow.
foirn of a tram on the New York, you
help vourself
We want hundreds of these men and
New Haven & Hartford railroad, near
force'
A
of employes fills the food women
throughout the U. S. A. We
Pelham, and was killed yesterday
compartments as fast os they are pay expenses anywhere
and credit
afternoon.
Jloye had been rehears- - emptied, and carries awav the empty' them with stock and
their
expect
New
"
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v,:,,."1'
.......
ulut.ni nappenoa almost sole dulv is to eive niek0i ; ,.v cess. One week's training at the
within sight of his home.
change for other money.
Santa Fo Business College is sufficient.
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features and we can read your bumps
and see your character in your face.
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"There's a Reason "

AN ENGLISH KINO had told

FOR RENT 6 room house with,
More than fifty thousand exhibits furniture or not, Aug. 20, I). S.
i.
from the Copper Mine River section1
and adjacent islands in the Arctic;
ocean will be added 10 the American
FOR. SALE Two story residence on
Museum of Natural History this wint- Falace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. O.
er by the Stefanssen expedition, now Watsou & Co.
in the north. Mr. Stefanssen. who is
now at Point Harrow, Alaska, teleFOR SALE Fine young saddle
graphed this week a report, of the re-- ' pony, gentle, 5 gaits. Telephone
Ranch, Tesuque.
markable success of his quest for,
archaeological specimens.
Getting your food out of a safe de--; FOR SALE Good team of young
posit box with a glass front is the mountain horses, for driving or ridlatest restaurant novelty in New ing. Santa Ke Hardware and Supply
Co.
York.
The town has a wide variety of
FOR RENT In private family, to
food emporiums, but the "automate".
two or four people, two nice sunny
i:i different from all of them.
It. rerooms; one has private entrance. Next
cently opened its doors on Broadway, door to
bath, electric lights, teleblocks
above
several
Times Square,
Address
"L" care New Mexiphone.
and curious throngs have flocked
can.

his subject colonists that if they drank
unjust tax that made revenue, not for

It was a tax that increased the high cost of living of those days and our forefathers went to the wharf where the tea ships were moored, split open the tea chests
and spilled their contents into Boston Harbor, thus producing the largest and most
expensive bowl of tea the world has ever seen.
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NEWS OF THE STATE

Is repeated practically the same thing.
THE BRAZILIAN COFFEE TRUST, operated by foreign money kings,
working outside the control of our National AntiTrust laws, have imposed
a tax upon American Citizens which has raised the price of even the cheap
est grade of coffee from 15c to 25c per lb.
During three past years this trust has taken Hundreds of Millions of Dollars from
the pockets of American Citizens.
It has given Brazil 85 Millions of Dollars with which to retire her National
Bonds.

It has given Brazil 10 Milions of Dollars to pay interest on her bonds.
It has given Brazil a " bought and paid for " supply of coffee on hand worth 90
Millions of Dollars and
It has paid millions upon milions of profit into the coffers of the Foreign Money
Kings, and yet the coffee people report a falling off in sales of about 2 00 J million
pounds in the past two years.

President.
WON'T DO IT AGAIN.
crate and a small profit made on
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of whipping his horse K' hem. In addition to the earlv nroil- "I'ncle Sam" Strong is carrying his net, the higher prices and greater Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
right arm in a sling, he started to size, our melons also produce more
whin Tlic hnrco" "nn,l lvlion ti cwiintv to the acre,
August 22, 1912.
even
a
making
greater
horse profit for the growers.
the whil) around lie missed the """"a;,
Notice is hereby given that Leopol-dand hit himself,
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
This year the acreage is small, hut
cutting a large
wound in his arm. Sam got careless next year there will be thousands of who. on May 27, 1907, made Home-stead- y
SW
and never paid any attention to it un- acres of the wonderful profit producEntry No. 11519 for N
SW
NW
NE
SE
til he found out that blood poison had ing crop in the Pecos valley. Pecos
Section "4, Township 15 N., Range 9
set in, and he has a pretty sore arm, Valley News.
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
and you bet he is taking care of it
ot Intention to make
proof, to
now. Roy
REFEREE APPOINTED.
establish claim to the land above deThe parties to the county seat case1 scribed, before Register or Receiver,
NEW MISSION.
have agreed to allow E. W. Hulburt U S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
The missionary work among the to act as
referee in the
of tes-- ! Mexico, on the loth day of October,
Navajo Indians is rapidly increasing. timony in the matter of taking
the
bond for 1912.
The New Mission at Farmington is $10,000, which has been
contested by Claimant names as witnesses:
now being built as fast as possible. Carrizozo.
The referee will take the' Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
1S5.000 bricks
have already been
submitted by both Carri-- ! Agustine Montoya, Estanislado Pena,
burned for the construction of the testimony
zozo and Lincoln as to the qualifica-- all of Galisteo, N. M.
buildings. This new mission is very lions of the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
signers of the bond to in-- !
f
favorably situated one and
Register.
demnify the contractor and county
miles from Farmington. There are for
delays in the county buildings at
now 12 missions on the reservation Carrizozo.
THE "PROGRESSIVE"
PARTY.
The referee's report is to
and all are doing very good work and be submitted to
I, the individual, man or woman, who
Abbott
at
Judge
in another generation the Navajo In- Santa Fe on
September 5. The ref- - uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache
dians wiil be almost entirely differ- - eree is
as agreed at the re-- rheumatism, weak iack, and other
appointed
ent from what they are today. There cent
at Santa Fe, and is used kidney and bladder irregularities. Folhearing
are at present, seven denominations on account of Lincoln
are healing, strength,
being unable to ey Kidney Pills
doing missionary work among the obtain a
to produce
tonic, and quick
or-- j ening,
which
was
surety
bound,,
red men on the Navajo reservation. dered
Contain no harmby the judge ir obtainable. Car-- . beneficial results.
Farmington Enterprise.
Put
rizozo's contention is that sureties on ful drugs. Never sold in bulk.
the bond cannot be sued for the $10,-- ; up in two sizes in sealed bottles. The
FIRE AT TUCUMCARI.
For
000 named and that amount collected. genuine is in a yellow package.
sale by all flruggists.
The fire alarm was sounded about It is also a point made
by Carrizozo;
5 P. .m yesterday, caused by a fire that these
sureties on the bond do not
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
starting in a house owned by Mrs. R. understand that they are already
of the Interior,
J. Thomson, and occupied by the fam- liable for $t5,00n
Department
damages end that! U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
ilies of Messrs. Goodloe and Riley. this is an additional bond of
$10,000
The
fire
August 22, 1912.
responded to cover the damages which are daily
department
Notice is hereby given that Jose N.
savdid
and
efficient
work,
promptly
accruing, making Lincoln then liable
ing the walls of the building, but the for $25,000. Judee Abhntt ba ctctJ Gonzales of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
May 27, 1907, made Homestead Entry
fire was under such headway that It that the bond must he of a
No. 11515, for S
Section 33,
SE
was impossible to save any of tno character and
acceptable to him on S
Section 34, Township
SW
A man sleeping up stairs September 5 or he will dissolve
contents.
the 15 North, Range 9 East, N. M. P.
barely escaped in his night shirt.
injunction now delaying the countv
Meridian, has filed notice of intenThe house was Insured, but as to buildings from completion
at Carri tion to make
proof, to establish
the contents we did not learn. The zozo. Carrizozo Outlook.
claim to the land above described, beof
fire
is
said
been
have
to
the
origin
fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
of
from the explosion
a gasoline
Today's news today, You get it in Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
stove. As reported to us It is said the New
Mexican.
the 15th day of October, 1912.
that one of the ladies was getting
Claimant names as witnesses:
stove
on
and
tea
which
had
the
supper
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino, Auof
State
of
Ohio,
city
boiled over and put out the fire. The
Toledo,
Montoya, Estanislado Pena,
gustine
Lucas
County. ss.
fire was not lighted immediately but
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he all ot Galisteo, New Mexico.
when she started it again it filled the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
whole room with flames. The lady is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Register.
&
Co.,
in
Cheney
business
the
doing
escaped without injury but it was a
of
and
City
Toledo,
State
County
close call. Tucumcari News.
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay COUNTY COMMITTEE MEETiNG.
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLAugust 26, 1912.
FINE CANTALOUPES.
LARS for each and every case of
The county central committee of
J. E. Hogue received word Monday
Catarrh, that cannot be cured by the the republican party of Santa Fe
that cantaloupes from his farm near use
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
county is hereby called to meet In
marArtesia, had sold on the Chicago
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Santa Fe in the office of Senator
ket that day for $5.50 per crate. This
Sworn to before me and subscribed Catron on Thursday, August 29, 1912,
is the highest price paid for any can- - in my
presence this 6th day of De- at 7 p. m., for the purpose of Issuing
taloupes this year, and of course, now cember, A. D., 1886.
a call for a county convention to nomnot
that the season is on, it is
likely (Seal)
A. W. GLEASON,
inate 18 delegates to represent the
that melons from other localities will
Notary Public. county of Santa Fe in the republican
Pecos valley
bring as good price.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken intern' state convention to be held In Albumelons get to the market first and ally and acts directly upon the blood querque, N. M., on the 12th
day of
this, combined with the large size and mucous surfaces of the system. September, 1912, for the purpose of
and better grade, always bring the Send tar testimonials, free.
nominating three electors and one
top price.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O., congressman.
It would be out of the question to
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
MARCELINO A. ORTIZ,
'
Take Hall's Family Pills for con.
figure the exact profit on one crate of
Acting Chairman.
j melons, but they sold last year at $2 Rtipation.
CHARLES C. CLOSSON, Sec'y.
As a result

o
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Sanish-America-

1

one-hal-

'

1

Why this Heavy Reduction?
Until recently the ever increasing army of Postum users thought only ofAhea!th as
a "reason" for quitting coffee. Now ECONOMY is another "reason." A third
"reason," IMPROVED FLAVOR, has come in with

Instant Postum

gilt-edge- d

prepared INSTANTLY by placing a spoonful in a cup and pouring hot water over it.
This presents a delicious beverage much resembling high grade Java in color and taste, but absolutely
"
"
pure and free from the coffee drug caffeine or any other harmful ingredient.
Health, convenience, flavor and economy have induced people to change from coffee to Postum, then
follows better health, freedom from headache, indigestion, nervousness and other coffee ills.

The Resclt
coffee is forgotten and Postum has
In hundreds of thousands of American homes
become the regular table beverage. It Is an American drink made by Americans from American
,
products.
at
Grocers.
Smaller tins at 30c.
p
A
tin Instant Postum, 50c, (equals Jc per cup)
15
boiled
25c.
be
minutes),
Postum, large package, (must
to-da-

y,

100-cu-

THERE'S A REASON
Coffee averages double

that cost

5-c- up

free sample of
2-c- ent

Made by Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.,

99

Instant Postum sent

stamp for postage.

Battle Creek. Michigan.

for

j

j

ENOUGH

CAUSED THE
THUG MURDER!

SALARY

fir

New York. Aue. 20. It was learned
today that lawyers for Police Lieuten-- '
ant Becker will endeavor at his trial
MEM- BAR ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN
to show that Herman Rosenthal was
r
the
BER SAYS RECALL OF JUDICIARY killed in a
atsaaauia buugm 10 SUUL llie respuil- KELLOG
BOSH
IS
IS
ELECTED sibility for the killing on Becker.

'

-

District Attorney Whitman tried to'
trace the information that the whereabouts of the
gunmen,
"Lefty Louie'' Kosenzwig and Harry
Horowitz, alias "Gyp, the blood," was
known to certain members of the police department.
Report had it that these two men
will be kept in hiding until the trial
and will then be brought forward as
witnesses for the defense to swear
that Rosenthal was slain in a gambler's feud and that Rose, Webber and
Vallon themselves took part in the

PRESIDENT

much-wante-

i

r

jar

;

evi--

If,

!

to the judges."

,r

4V
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TEXAS IS AFTER
STANDARD OIL IN
LONE STAR STATE
The
Texas, Aug.
eral grand jury of the Northern District of Texas, late today returned an
indictment against a number of prominent oil men as representatives of
The
the Standard Oil company.
charge is restraint of trade and com-- ;
and
merce and unlawful conspiracy
combination in violation of the anti-- ;
trust laws.
It is alleged that individual de-fendants, the Standard Oil Company
and the Magnolia Petroleum Company
conspired to destroy the business of
Oil
Association
of
Texas, offered to the public for sale.
A law guaranteeing the right of appeal from decisions of the Secretary
ot the Interior and the Secretary of
Agriculture to the U. S. district courts
o fthe states affected by the decisions
was called for another resolution.
The specific offense is alleged to
have occurred June 29, 1912. The
names of the following persons ap-- ,
pear in the indictment: Calvin N.
Paine, of Titusville,
Pa; John D.
Archbold, of New York; Henry C.
Folger, Jr., of New York; John Sealin
of Galveston, A. C. Ehie, of Dallas:
E. R. Brown, of Corsicana Texas; W.
S. Teagle of Plainfield X. J and the
Standard Oil Company of Xew York,
the Standard Oil Company of Xew
Jersey and the Magnolia Petroleum
Company of Texas.
Karh fnunil that tha nthpr hnrl
really won the girl's heart, both are
making preparations to go west to let
her decide which it will be. The loser
to be the best man.
Fed-

2ft.

Dallas,

STANDING OF THE
CLUBS
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Won Lost
So
SI
New York
41
T7
Chicago

Won
Boston
Washington
Philadelphia
Chicago

1

MURDER LOOT IS
FOUND AND MAN
CONFESSES CRIME
Aug.

29.

Cleveland
New York
St. Louis
WESTERN

.093
. 653
5S5

.

,471
.437
.305
.299

73

48

73

47

Eleven

Koswell, X. If., Aug. 29. Having
completed the work of taking teeti- I:,on regarding tne me ana enaracier
of Pat Garrett, who shot Billy the
John A. Hen-- ,
Kid, and Kit Carson,
dricks, U. S. Attorney for the Depart-- :
ment of Justice, returned today to
Washington.
The evidence bears on the case of
Y. S. Glenn vs. The United
States
ar.d Comanche
who seeks
Indians,
$17,000 damages from the government
for the alleged theft of buffalo hides
and camp equipment on the plains
iof Texas in 1ST". Garrett, prior to
his death two years ago, testified that
he was a partner of Glenn's at the
time and that his losses would not
exceed $S00. Clainmants
attempted
to impeach Garrett's testimony. The
case is before the U. S. Court
of
claims.
'

thousand dollars was found today in
an old trunk at the Tiome of J. G.
Sheerley, confessed accomplice of
Charles Yoder, of this city, in the
murder here of John Zabransky, a
hermit-jeweleAugust 10.
The money wa3 found after a'
twelve hour search on information;
furnishel by Marie Ireland a woman v
oj the underworld, to the Cheyenne!
wuS HrrrSttd here
police. Sheerley
yesterday and last flight confessed to,
his part in the murder and robbery

4
1

Batteries: Rixey and Killifer;

'Of

Zabransky.

j$

Every Woman
i

U laterestm and should konv
tDoiit the wonderful
Whirling Spray
The new Vaginal Syring.
Best mostconwnlcnt.
It
t instantly.

MARVEL

Ask your druggist for i
If he cannot supply thtS
MARVEL, accept no other?
but send stamp for iUostrated
book
sealed. It eives full Dartleu
lars and directions ...valuable to ladles.
UMtlU. CS..44fist2Jd Stratt.fcVw lor

i

All Stations East and West
FROM
Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

thirst

!

Ulass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins
Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles !
1

2
1

Fisher

5

0

6

0

A

and

jj
1

ii)Hii,in,

i

1

N

1

6

IMTnnMDr,T.C

3

.

.46(1

69
70

.434
.367

40

S2

Phone 239 W

r

Pope Motor Cycle

Grand Entree" March
4 norse power
K. S. King
by
"A Viseayan Belle" Serenade Fil- PRICE, $165.00
Paul Euoi
Pino
With Imported Magneto.
Pet.
without a doubt with trouble
A;IotorCyi-l.5sn "The Sky Pilot" Overture by
left at tbe factory
A. M. Laurens
Grand selection

"

i
?

GIRLS THE SCHOOL
SCHOOL SHOES SHOULD BE JUST
RIGHT 1 Just right in shape to hold

IOR BOYS

OR

the feet in a correct, comfortable position. Just
right in durability to stand the hard knocks
so
they're sure to receive. Just right in price,
as not to harm the FAMILY PURSE !

by

Ferrazzi

Waltz by
E. Louise McVeigh
"Rosita" Porto Rican Dance
Jean M. Missud
"There's A Girl in Havana" Two
ClrtatT
Slannp
i mm STI.ENT AND RELIABLK.
George Botzford
"Grizzly Bear"
BROS.. Agts., Santa Fe
PASH
R. RAMIREZ, Director.

"Fair Confidantes"

o,,

Tim

mini

School Shoes are a
sort of a hobby here

PROGRAM AUGUST 29.

"Ermine"

ii

CIGARS

255 San Francisco St.

"Robinson's

,,,

Are the Children's Feet Ready for School

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly.

5011

GO

SHOES

Lemp's Beer will kill your

.609

G7

-

An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of

Par-du- e

Batteries: Collins and Carrigan;
.010
Dank, Brown and Thomas.

GO

;""

IN EFFECT

&SCH00L

Capital Bar

0
3

Sterret.

It comes to Shoeing Children

WHEN

Vw

NOBODY

class.

we're right in our

EXCELLS

VIS

1

;

SHOES FOR GIRLS
JOHN HAMPEL,

Proprietor.

Sizes,

COLORADO SALOON
259

FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE, N.
San Francisco St.

-- -

5

to 8

Sizes,

Sizes,

1 1

Sizes, 2

4 to 2

Z

32nd Annual

w) 32nd Annual

SHOES FOR

B0YS-BUT0-

Different

Sizes, 13 to
Prices, $1,25 to $2,50

W

para 11

and

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

10, II, 12, 1912.

October 7, 8, 9,

DENVER CHIEF OF
POLICE INDICTED.

jom

Fine Imported

bl

AND AIRSHIP

6

PEERLESS BAR

ALBUQUERQUE

AUTOMOBILE

to

OR LACE

N

Sizes, 2l2 to 6
Prices, $1.50 to $3.00

IE

STATE FAIR

1 1

1

f

NEW ME X1C0

to

Prices, $2.00 to $3.00

Prices, $1.50 to $2.50

M.

8J

Prices, $1.25 to $2.25

Prices, $1.00 to $2,00

Sizes, 8 to 12
Prices, $1.15 to $2.00

r

j

9
6

R. H. E.

Washington

New York
Engle and Ainsmith;

TO

iim

MIGNARDOT

MIL

THE

A

AMERICAN.
At Washington

FARAH-E.-

1

and KHng.

Boston
Philadelphia
.693

57
53
44

LEAGUE.
Won Lost

7

at Boston.

Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Boston

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

Washington, D. C Aug. 29. Judge
Ar'chbold of the Commerce
Court, whose trial under impeach-- '
ment proceedings is pending before
the Senate, has asked Chief Justice
'White of the United States Supreme
Court, temporarily to relieve him of
duty.

Meyers;

Lost Pet.
37

Detroit

Pet.

7G
53
Denver
. 565
74
57
Omaha
72
.53S
57
St. Joseph
64
. SOS
60
Lincoln
63
63
.492
Des Moines
DYNAMITERS INDICTED.
G3
.4S5
67
Sioux
City
29.
Two
Boston,
Mass.,
Aug.
CO
.459
71
secret indictments were returned to- Wichita
S3
46
day by the Suffolk county grand jury Topeka ...
in connection with the alleged conspiracy to distribute dynamite in
Lawrence during the textile strike
NATIONAL.
there last winter. One indictment
contained the names of one man, and
G
2
2
Fittsburgh
(he other named three men. Dennis
7 10 1
Cincinnati
J. Colilns, a Cambridge dog fancier,
Simwas arrested after testifying before Batteries: O'Toole, Cooper and
mons; Suggs and McLean.
ule Kla,m Jll,y Ior auuul len 7nm"
utes today.
10 12 o
Th sinS,e indictment was returned Chicago
1
6
St. Louis
against Collins, who was charged with
Batteries: Richie, Smith and Arunlawfully transporting dynamite on cher, Harmon, Woodburn and 'SYingo,
January 20. He was arrested on a Snyder.
bench warrant and was held in $1,300
4 10
2
Xew York
hail for trial. Collins is a friend of
John J. Breen, a Lawrence undertak- er, who was fined $."on last spring for
disposing of dynamite to certain

Dr. C. H. Ellsworth,
Dentist, 1G
Baldwin St., Rochester, N. Y., says
Foley Kidney Pills gave him immediate relief and strengthened him won"I have been bothered with
derfully.
weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
suffered much pain.
Foley Kidney
Tills gave me immediate relief and
I am
strengthened me wonderfully.
use."
pleased to recommend their
For sale by all druggists.

suited in each receiving the girl's
photograph and many letters.
Finally two proposals were sent
westward and each brought letters
One evening when the
of acceptance.
chums 'were together recently each
accused the other of being lovesick,
were
whereupon the confessions
forthcoming that each was the victim
of the same egg romance.

Colo.,

49
03

5G
Cincinnati
G7
52
St. Louis
75
43
Brooklyn
H2
35
Boston
AMERICAN LEAGUE.

Hackensack, X. J., Aug. 29. A girl
on a farm near Topeka, Kan., 'whence
eggs are evidently shipped as far east
a3 Hackensack, has a londness for
the romance of egg shell acquaintances. Her name and address on two HISTORY OF PAT
GARRETT FIGURES
eggs fell into the hands of Theodore
IN UNIQUE TRIAL.
Sidora and George Zile, warm frieids,
who room and board together at the
breakfast table several months ago.
Noted Outlaw Hunter Who Shot BilNeither of the young men told the
ly the Kid Though Dead, is Still
other of the discovery, but quietly
Party to Damage Suit by Texan.
re--

C9

Pittsburg

and
Itagon, Rucker and Miller.

Tesreau

Batteries:

TODAY'S GAMES

GIRL SEEKS FOR
AFFINITY WITH
NAME ON EGGS

i

3

Brooklyn

NEWS.

'

R. W.

WILLIAM

SPORTING

j

Washington, D. C, Aug. 29. It is
possible that the American Cavalry
along the Mexican border line will
have to be increased, according to a
dispatch received at the War Department today from General Sfeever.

Write

1

V

taken.

REMINGTON ARMS - UNION
METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
New York City
7
209 Broadway

Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 29. Thir-teen Mexican fire fighters were res- cued early today from Devil's canon,
where they had been hemmed
in
since Monday morning without food
and water, by the flames tuat are
sweeping through the bush on the
San Gabriel range. All were taken
to Azusa by the rangers and it was
said that with good care they had a
fair chance of recovery. ' The men
were pressed into the fire fighting
line last Sunday and sent into Devil's
canon.
Nothing more was heard
from them until early today when two
men reported that they were sure the
others were dead.
By means of a rope, hung over a
precipice 1500 feet high, a volunteer
entered the fire swept canon and
found the men in a pitiful condition.
All were famished and delirious from
heat and the lack of water. Thejr
clothing had been singed and in most
their
ciJgt,8 was nearly torn from
bodies by contact with scrub oak.
One by one the unfortunates were
tied to the end of the rope and hauled up to the top. Several times it
was necessary to resort to force in
order to get the crazed men fastened
so they could be pulled out.

j

KB

ihe Remington-UMAutoloading Shotgun takes
the punishment out of heavy loads.

FIGHTERS IN
FOREST CAUGHT IN
TRAP BY FLAMES.

;

age had been accomplished, and an
alarm turned in. Before the lire department had time to arrive, however,
the workmen had succeeded in putting out the fire,- - The walls of the
building themselves would not have
suffered, being entirely of concrete,
but all of the scaffolding and mould?
v. ould have been lost
altogether were
it not for the prompt action that was

f or singles trr.p or neid just
MJLL." The sida bolt
toss in a shell, press the button and
rr...es it easy. You don t have to tug at tne Darrci or watcn an
device.
The action stays open after each single shot
is fired. It always stays open when the magazine is empty.
Five shots three to get the cripples each under absolute control of the trigger finger. The recoil reloads for you kicks
another shell in; takes the strain off the gun the discomfort out
cf the kick all without diminishing the drive behind the shot
a few turns of the readily handled
Simple take-dow- n
magazine screw. cap makes e'eaning, carrying and interchange of barrels quick and easy.
Send for a motion picture booklet telling how the
kick is used how a friction device lounaoniyon

Mexicans on Forest Reserve
Were
Hauled Over Dangerous Cliff With
Rope.

e

started a correspondence which

iOTGUN

i

j

temptation." asserted Henrv D. Esta-- i
brook, of New York. "An occasional
judge is found wanting because all
judges are human. I am inclined to
think that a judge should be permit- ted no patronage whatever, whereas
we are forever thrusting upon them
powers of appointment because we
want the assurance of their greater
abilities find undoubted
probity.
There should be no requisites to the
judicial office, but in lieu thereof, we
should pay our judges salaries worthy
their position."
Frank B. Kellogg, of St. Paul, was
fleeted president of the American Bar
association today.
Other officers
were

t4

BLAZE.

lighted cigar butt, thrown by- a
careless workman into a pile of
shavings, might have caused the complete destruction of all the woodwork
connected
with the new Masonic
Temple, which is being constructed
on upper 'Washington Ave., yesterday
afternoon. Luckily the blaze was dis- covered, before much material dam-- ;
A

,

y

to

'

"We should keep our judges

S-

TVBrranglanCl
picJGcrtYsr

d

Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 29. Judge.;
were declared to be "scandalously
underpaid" and the delays in setting
lawsuits in this country were attributed to cumbersome methods of procedure rather than to judges by various
Bar
speakers before the American
Association today.
"Most of the criticism which has
started the movement for the recall
of judges is from dissatisfaction in the
slow ways in which cases get through killing.
The grand jury was prepared
Charles
Blood
the courts," said
Smith of Kansas Citl. "This tardiness convene again today to hear
is due to modes of procedure and not dence of police corruption.

Brighton,

v

Ji:

M,

-

tit

&mw

NEW

A

A
DON'T GET USTROWGAMBLERS

JUDGES

Pierce-Fordyc-
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MCB

Rooms With Bath,

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL

29.

Denver, Colo., Aug.
Delanev.
Michael
formerly
dieted by the special grand
jury called by Judge Shattuck
in
to investigate conditions
this city, appeared in the
West Side Court today and
filed a $1,000 bond for his ai- pearance to answer charges of
being connected with RS light
reports. The bond 'fsas fur- nished by Frederick G. Bonfils,
one of the proprietors of the
Denver Post, whose attorney
appears for Delaney.
The total number of indict- ments yesterday was 110. Fif- ty more Viere expected today.

NEW

20 - MILE

SPEEDWAY

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
and r 3.00 ner
i
r tl 1vnnm. with hath. $2.50
IlliXl Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath,,
TT

THE LARGEST IN THE WORLD.
D. K. B.

SELLERS.
President.

FRANK A. STORTZ,

Secretary.

V

7

--

--

o
1
THURSDAY, AUGUST 23, 1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

UNITED STATES BANK

Northeastern railru ul at El I'aso.
Texas, formerly of Santa Fe, is
lie leaves
iting friends in thi
in the'
ir, a day or two t r island
Cochiti district, wh re he wiil over-see assessment wot on his claims.

&

PERSONALS

TRUST CO.

PACE FIVfe

vis-cit-

Seasonable

FALL AND WINTER STYLES

OF THE
W. D. Shea left for the Duke City
today on business.
99
F. AY. Schnieder, of Espanola, is a
in
business visitor
the capital.
JUDGE CATRON'S NEW
Rev. H. V. Summers, of Estancia,
ha-- e
AUTO IN SMASH UP.
arrived. Also a line of
Does
spent the day in the city yesterday.
C. Weidner came up from Moriarty
SERGE DRESSES and the LATEST SILK SHIRT W AISTS
Fe we!
The citizens of Santa
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RATES

Dally, per year: by mail
Daily, six months, by mall

$5.00
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Daily, per quarter, by mall
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Weekly, per year

$1.00

Weekly, six months
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X. M., Aug.
Valley Ranc
motor party, consisting of H.
R. 11. Wingo, Wa'ter Hoke,
First National bank and Mr.
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Will the gentleman from Dona Ana
yield for a quertion?

"All of Today's News Today"

"

The very thing. Let's put them two
old cannon on that site that Colonel
Twitclie'l selected at the San Diego!
exposition grounds.

THE STANDPATTERS.

General Tellez paid a visit to Colo- You're still a Standpatter, are you? Rather proud of it, too? Perhaps np steever at Ft. Bliss yesterday,
;
you don't know the company you are in as shown by the record of the Stand-- yhe trouuie with Orozco, it seems,
patters, beginning back a few thousand years. Well, here it is:
wag that jie wasn't a bit sociable.
. j
Who would not barken to Noah, a preacher of righteousness, and were!
all drowned in the flood? The Standpatters.
Th.lt nPW stamp approved by Post- Who refused to let the children of Israel go up out of the land of Egypt" magter General Hitchcock, we are
Standpatters.
liatoly informed will cost just as much
Who had Daniel cast into the lions" den? The Standpatters.
,
kinc, ' but u.g ots more
.
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'Ml
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j
(ifimiimn
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e

who jejecieu
je.uo
'ornamental
nie standpatters.
gladly;
revolved?
earth
the
his
that
recant
declaration
to
Galileo
Who compelled
Taft has intervened in Nicaragua
The Standpatters.
to save the plantations and railroads
The
new world?
Who put Columbus in prison after he had discovered
of about one hundred foreigners but
Standpatters.
'when it comes to Mexico you must
it
tihat
insisted
still
been
had
the
circumnavigated,
after
Who,
globe
take care of yourself.
was tlat? The Standpatters.
StandThe
to
for
witchcraft?
Who believed it was right
hang persons
England demands free canal tolls
patters.
and
Who decried the introduction of the sewing machine, the cotton gin, the too. What England demands
what England gets are entirely sepaThe Standpatters.
and other labor saving inventions?
as the travWho, north as well as south, opposed the abolition of slavery? The rate and distinct items,
eling a iditor would say.
Standpatters.
Who objected to the adoption of standard time? The Standpatters.
Who opposed the building of the Panama canal? The Standpatters.
Who have continually fought all legislation in the interest of the people?
The Standpatters.
Who have always believed that a public trust meant private graft? The
Standpatters.
Are you still a Standpatter? If you are, it is time for you to heed the injunction, "Come ye out from among them and be ye separate."
iaL-iung-

Him

self-bind-

o

is the Alvarado hotel, built along the
beautiful lines of that old style that is
so charming, alike to the stranger
or the one who is accustomed to see
it.
If the hotel at the Duke City
were built in modern style, no one
would think of it again end one thing
which fixes the town in memory
would be wholly lacking.
The same would be true in Santa
Fe if we would cling more to the
old and beautiful architectural style.
There would be a certain originality,
about it that would not be forgotten.
It would be a distinct and valuable
advertisement, day in and day out. It.
would make us distinctive in a
If this idea has impressed itself as it seems to have done, upon
visitors to our city, then surely there
must be some value to it, and it is
Anyworthy of some consideration.
thing that wiU give us a popular
name outside and at the same time
make a more beautiful city, it seems
to me is worthy of our consideration.

Department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M
recos .ati. forest, Augjbi io,
Notice is hereby fiven that Riear- -

new-way-

m

DO NOT NEGLECT
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0

We are led to wonder just why President Taft waited until a day or so
after congress adjourned to send the U. S. troops on Nicaraguan soil. Was
he afraid the legislators in his "representative government" would refuse to
stand by him as they did in those measures which he attempted to seal with
his veto? Does he want to be considered a sort of war president, and will he;endeavor to make as his campaign slogan, "Do not swap ihorses while crosslug a stream?" Mr. Taft's "representative government, for which he plead
bo earnestly in his speech of acceptance, as opposed to the government of
the people, seems to be giving his excellency a good deal of trouble.
o

.

w

It limst be a "sweet" thing to be able to get a Morris chair and a lot of
truck for a Christmas present, delivered December 24, at no cost, not even
the freight. If it had been generally known that Christmas presents cost
nothing in Socorro county, all that wide stretch of unoccupied land wouia
have been taken up long ago ana tne town ot socorro omu ue dibs'
Chicago. The Christmas gitt problem nas oecome a narrowmg p.oposu.u.i
for a lot of us, just because we amn seu.e m 6oco o uum, u .i "
,ue ,u
late now. The governor nas gone ana put a mop .o u au am, put

",c

anti-pate-

i,

-- 0-

That the old guard is on the run is indicated by all reports coming from
different sections of the state not only by letter, but by those who are travtells
eling in different sections. It is the same in each case. Each report
of the utter bewilderment of the old g ard; the futile efforts to reunite their
disintegrating forces; the call to arms; the ineffective efforts to invoke the
old methods which are so fast going out of date. They cannot even "have
a law passed." The outlook for the bosses is indeed gloomy.
0
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Deposit Locks.
The Yale system of locking is known
around the world as the most sturdy, the
most impregnate.
Every box in our vault is protected by
a special guard mechanism and a double
set of tumblers.
Entrust your valuables to us, they
will be safe from fire as well as theft.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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FE,

S. A. AKINS

Proprietor.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up,

e

s

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.

Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,
steam heat, electric lights.

.

27

v.

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
.
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THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Roems.
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How About That Fire Insurance?
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FULLY PROTECTED ?

IS YOUR PROPERTY

Think About It!
THE
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GENERAL AGENTS.

Then Act!
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"The patriotism of men and women struggling for something better and
higher is a patriotism of prayers and tears, of high and solemn purpose and
of yearning to uplift the country that we so dearly love. Across tihe woof of
their lofty striving after a noble ideal is shot the warp of their keen common
AS THEY SEE IT.
sense in endeavoring to realize that ideal."
is my first visit to Sante Fe,
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not
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Does that
b it it will not be my last. I am de
says? It is from the speech of Theodore Roosevelt, delivered at Chicago.
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One point made by Mr. Oxnard was
manship of he congressional industrial commission, which was investigating
that of a retention of the mission or
Standard Oil and other trusts. Why?
0
old style of architecture In our build- There is reason in all things and there should be justice, as well, but it' ings, both public and residential. I
seems as if the courts in Los Angeles were not exercising it. Darrow was ave touched upon this subject before
acquitted. It was on the main charge against him. To the unbiased observer; In this column and am a thorough belt seems as if justice, farirly administered, does not call for any further prose-- liever In lt, but I am more strongly
cution, which seems to be taking on the appearance of persecution.
impressed with it as the suggestions
0
continue to come from visitors who
One thing Mr. Archbold told before the committee that lie really did happen Into this charming city from
not mean to tell, and that was that tne fatanaara un company always puts its the outside, and who seem to be 1mmoney where it will do the most good, and never supports a candidate with pressed with this idea. It shows just
out expecting something in return. The Standard Oil company seems to find how Santa Fe strikes them, with Its
the present administration acceptable judging from appearances.
atmosphere that has In It a certain
0
essence of olden times with the assoPerhaps it is because Xicaragua is "so far from our rails" that President ciations of history and romance.
One of the things that at once imTaft selected it as the scene for intervention instead of Mexico, even though
American interests are at stake and the lives of American citizens jeopardized. presses the traveler at Albuquerque
1

1

i

2

-

Contained in texts in our creed:
Graduated inheritance tax and an income tax; country life commission;
""-re-- -:
investigation of high cost of living; national health bureau;
opoly; currency reform, but not Aldrich plan; conservation of natural
sources; good roads; international limitation of navies, but two new Unitec
c.- -..
uan.esn.Hs
.is u,uua....
yc.
American citizens abroad; larger opportunities for immigrants; approval of
state pensions in south for confederate veterans; parcels post by zone sys
tem; stricter civil service laws.

i

i

'

Some time ago the Bystander called attention to an opportunity open
for Santa Fe to improve its commercial interests by getting in touch with
the San Pedro mining camp. I made
mention of it in succeeding notes in
this column.
Has anything been done?
San Pedro is growing to be a busy
camp. Its business is worth lookin
after, and at least a share of it could
be brought to Santa Fe, if we will es
tablish a good road fro'm here that
can be traveled by automobile or by 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
freight teams, but some connection
Ricardo Valencia, Jose Maria Gar
between Santa Fe and this promising
should certainly b? estv.ri lsh.'d. duno, Prudencia Gonzales, all of Pe
Aniceto uonzates, of San
Other points are looking
for this los- v
trade ;ind wliilp Ssinfri Fe is i?pttin?:ta Fe Xew JIex- MAXUEL R. OTERO,
now, the large proportion of it, a
Register
strong competition is going to be established and if we hold our own, we
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
will have to watch out.
This camp has grown to such a size
that it is worth consideration from a Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
commercial point of view. It employs
Aug. 22, 1912.
about three hundred men, and the
Notice is hereby given that Jose P.
prospect is bright for a continuance
of work for years to come as there Gonzales of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
was asayin'," remarxea is
'Wal. as
sufficient ore already b'ocked out April , 1907, made homestead entry
for NE
Section
the Old Codger, "Ef yu swipe a thor- to last five years and the ore is gain- No.
oughbred Leghorn hen and yu git ing in richness as the work goes on. 3b, Township 19 North, Range 10 East,
Mex. Prin. Meridian, has filed
so it is partiall.v on the future that New
caugnt at n, i
notice of intention to make five-yedence in yu but ef you swipe
fo buiI(1 as we
ve
are
as
on
the proof
ti establish claim to the land
thin- - from the county yu go ahead
flnd
afford to
a Dove aeseriuect, netore Register or
nH nurrhase a automoDlie ana iuim
rr.
una tllnlILC Dli,' a(ll' . Ul
if "11 ill
ti..- s. rLanat umce
at santa
look ud to yu as a com n po .
tins important point, be divert- - receiver,
Ke, Xew Mexico, on the 17th day of
another
channel.
jed
October, 1912.
TIlS
nre getting
Claimant names as witnesses:
v dnn't see mvthing wrong in! ,lare 0f ,he business
now' snou,d not
Eucaniacion
f
Francisco
Gonzales,
a
Socorro
owning
of
he county
us to sleep in the confidence that
Dominguez, M. Domingucz and Rafaei
Morris chair. Even a count) cierK t .
own
Aihnonor.
c
.
nllr
rpmain
, ivi.
a, an ji can La r c,
gets tired with the constant grind of que is already looking toward this
MANUEL R. OTERO,
am
a
wild
to
incident
keeping
work
promising point and may yet prove to
Register
mal bounty account of ?25,000.
be a competitor who will bear watch-- J
r
The
closer
ing.
communication we
cna diiri
The colonel says that Penrose can have with the San Pedro mines
of the Interior,
Department
senate
the
from
to
be
expelled
me more sureiy will we hold the bus- ought
tj. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
own testimony concerning iness. Into this, as so many matters
M, n,s
August 15, 1912.
susn funds. Mr. Speaker, we second of the day, the question of speed
Notice is hereby given that David
tne motion and upon that question enters- Quintana, ot Pojoaque, Xew Mexico,
"
sir, we demand a roll call. Answer
who, on July 19, 1909, made Homestead
OLD FORT MARCY.
"aye" as your name is called.
NE
SE
Entry No. 010716, for S
An interesting historical sketch of
S
X
SE
XE
SE
of
Mr. Speaker your committee
SW
XE
S
XE
SW
0)d Fort Alarcy, written by
SW
E 2 SW
XE
three, to which was referred the nor L. Bradford Prince has recently XE
NW
come from the press and is on sale at SE
SW
NE
W
question of drafting a suitable
E
NW
SE
has the honor to report the fol our news stands at a nominal price. 'E
SE
XW
XW
SE
Section
The pamphlet Is illustrated and a E
"Whereas, we are so tar
lowing:
from onr rajis and whereas the ses map of the original lines of the old 10- - Township 19 X., Range 6 E., X. M.
jong Qf this nonorable body are fast fort is found in the fore part of the p- - Meridian, has filed notice of inten- to make three-yea- r
therefore be it re- - compilation. Following is a very in- t0 cl
drawi
proof, to es
me
q& caMu)n be teresting account of .he history of the tablish claim to the land above deand embalmed, fort in brief, and on the succeeding stribed, before Register or Receiver,
considered enrolled
read the first, second and third time pages is found a vrvid descrimion oi u- s- L3"1 Office, at Santa Fe, New
in fl,u and that any member of this the scenic
and the Mexic. n the 10th day of October
surroundings,
honorabIe body objecting thereto, be beauties laid before the eye in a pan 191?.
Claimant names as witnesses:
cons,dered not elected and be duly oramic view from the heights above
Pedro Gomez, Severo Gonzales,
.Jngeate(J from. hjg seat in this hon. the Ancient City.
Gonzales, Dalfido Gomez, all
an(J be
The
furthep. . resoh,.
from
an
aside
pamphlet,
being
.
of Udefonso, New Mexico.
interesting sketch in brief form, is an
MAXUEL R. OTERO,
conflict with this revolution, be and excellent book of ready reference.
Register.
the same hereby are repea'ed and
that this act shall be in full force and WHAT UNCLE TOM HAS DONE.
D. C. Bybee,
contractor
teaming
effect whether the governor signs it or
at CC9 Keeling Court, Canton,
not." Mr. Speaker, I move you sir, The two old cannon are covered with living
m is now well rid of severe and
that the report of the committee be
ub
ease rf Mnpv trnnlila His
annovinz
debate
no
adopted. Under the rules
And they glisten no more in the sun.l back
nd ne WM
pained
heni
is in order. The "ayes" have. The
"
with headaches and dizzy spells. "1
clerk w ill read the next bill.
took
Foley Kidney rills Just as direc-don,
has been ted and ,n a fe
fe,t
'
life and strength seemed
better. My
THE BYSTANDER
.
.
Unmounted they stand on the arsenal '
.
.
.
m
j
niccy vyttii.
firm.
SEES IT
" 5'u
a"
Where their trunners Ret than, awnv

itJ
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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oias

E eive to patrons the advantages
of new and modern vaults

-

Owgon has waked up. The people there propose to have a land tax
that has an element of equity in it.
Oregoi. thinks the only way is to tax idle lands so that some of the excess value the public puts in these lands is given back to the public to bear
tne common load. And Oregon also believes it even more essential that
she quit lining the worker for his improvements, and the manufacturer and
business man for his industry, and make the land hog, the absentee monopolist, the railroad with Mn,000 acres of stolen Oregon land in one kingdom,
tote fair in the taxation thing.
That's what Oregon is sure a land tax will do it's the reason she is go
ing alter it.
Tie big interests and the men of big wealth laid their foitune on this
land thing, and have, so far, won out. They took it when it was worth twenty-fivcents an acre: they never paid any taxes worth mentioning, if indeed,
any at all, while the little workers, the home builders, are the fellows who
bear the burden. Our beneficent taxation system makes it comfortable and
easy for the every day chap by taxing him heavily on his little house, his
few household goods, his installment piano, even the cement walks he has to
mortgage his home to pay for, while all the time the land grabber and speculator, who gets all the unearned profits, escapes with his scant tax on unimproved lands. It is about time New .Mexico woke up too. Probably no
state in the Union has land conditions that are quite as fierce as those in
New Mexico and nowhere has the land hog been so well cared for. It is
time to make him pay. While we are investigating in our state, there is
a wide open chance for a probe into our land grants, the method of their
being seized and the manner in which they are held.

r

&eeeh$

five-yea-

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Pecos Forest.
August 15, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
Quintana of Pecos, Xew Mexico, who,
on August 28, 1907, made Homestead
SW
Entry Xo. 11930, for S
Section 5, X
XW
Section S,
Township 17 X., Range 12 E., X. M.
Principal Meridian, has filed notice of
r
intention to make
proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, Xew
Mexico, on the 11th day of October

IT.

ww jM

The Security Offered by Our
Safe Deposit Vaults

do Valencia of Pecos, New Mexico,
who, on September 3, 1907, made
Homestead Entry No. 11952 for X
SE
SW
SW
SE
SE
Section 6, Township 17 X., Range 12
E., X. M. P. Meridian, has filed nor
tice of intention to make
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register or
Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Fe, Xew Mexico, on the 11th day of
October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Prudencio Gonzales, Ramon Quin-tana- ,
Pablo A. Gonzales, Casimiro
Gallegos, all of Pecos, Xew Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Hegister.
4
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j
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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THE LAND TAX.
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ifijk

bite better or the stream in better
condition for fishing.
Miss J. Werdel and Miss S. Jahn,
both of Chicago, lett today for their
home after a six weeks' stay at the
Valley Ranch.

assistant to District Attorney Ward,
drove over from Las Vegas in the
27. A Wingos new Everett Sunday, returnC. andj ing last evening.
They had a most
of the successful day fishing and Mr. Wingo
Tipton, states he has never known fish to

VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES.

,50

n

.....ti

$1.25
$1.50

Daily per quarter, by carrier
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Thev are no use hark thor
in fM lT
not anywhere,
For even a gun has Its day.
Their history unknown, they stood
there alone,
tJntil Uncle Tom Came that way;
Then in some passing whim, uiey gave
'em to him,
Hence the cause of this sad little lay.

r

lEem- -

Bal

mrq
&M

Now

the days had been bad, Uncle
Tom felt quite sad.

For his bills had failed to go through,
I'll take them things back, he said
with elaet,
So the boys won't say. What did he do?
Now the two old cannon all covered

with rust,

MM

""

oy Ell druggist

EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF

MEXICAN BLANKETS,

RUGS, PILLOW

TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.

Send for Price List.
1

19 Don

Gaspar Avenue.

REPUBLICAN

ONE DOLLAR BUYS
One Thousand Dollar? in Accident Insurance for one

STATE

OCEAN

CONVENTION

INSURANCE COMPANY.
Let us Explain Our New

ACCIDENT

year in the

TRAVEL INDEMNITY POLICY

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,
Sept. 12, 1912.
One and
Fare from
All Points in New Mexico

For those who travel.
GENERAL

This contract is a winner.

HALL & HALL

AGENTS

KOOM2I, CAPITAL CITY

BANK BLDG

One-Fif- th

TO ALBUQUERQUE

AND

RETURN.

Though they shine no more In the
sun,
Are coming out here, our sad hearts

Dates of Sale, Sept. 9, 10, II and 12th
Return Limit, Sept. 16, 1912.

Showing what Uncle Tom has done.

SANTA

Latest sporting news In the Santa
Fe New Mexican. Reed It

H. S. LUTZ,

to cheer,

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

e

it

FARE FROM
FE

Ttlv

SANTA F
ALL THE WAY.

to make final
proof, to esUI
llsh claim to the land above described,
before Harry C. Klnsell, U. S. Commr.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. at Stanley, N. Mex., on the 16 day ot
September, 1912.
July 29. 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice Is hereby given that Antonio
Thomas Villanueva, Pino .VillanueVillanueva of Gallsteo, N. M., who, on
July 8, 1907, made homestead entry va, Gregorio Padia, and Jose VillaSection 14, nueva, all of Gallsteo, N. M.
No. 11718 for NW
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
(04591)

1--

Aft

, SANTA

FE.N.M.

Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
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The most sensational sale
ever undertaken in this
State

to

Ott
iafts.

aapia

i

Closing

IC3!iZwirir- -

I

city within the next thirty days.
Nothing to be left; original cost will not be considered in pricing
a single article.
We have not placed on sale a few special prices to catch the eye
nor have we imported any seconds to make a big noise with, but this
sale is of the highest class merchandise to be found in any reputable
store in the country.

VI

IO

to
to

The Best

Men's Hats for Half Price

to
VI

$5.00 Stetson Hats, the kind you know about,
Heaver Brand, a high grade fur well known,

$'3.00

Champion Brand, fine fur in black and grey
Good grade Wool Work Hats, were $1.5(1, now

1.25

J nit
Job

l."
"5

50c and

75c- -

Shirt?.

A dandy

semi-dre-

ss

V)

50c and

VI
VI

COc

splendid high grade well made l'niigecs
$1 and $1.50 Black Silks

10c
35c

$1.25

50c and ?5c Heavier Bibbed

30c

$3.50 Japanese

Dressing

$5, $0 and $10 all wool, splendid values

$2.75, $3.50 ami

.$1 and

1.25

(MV,

1.25

and

1.00

Ladies Union Suits. $2.25 grade
Buys' Union Suits, very good grade

$1.50

05c Ladies' Pants, soft ribbed Lisle

35c

20c

$1.30 and $1.55

$1.7 5 and $2 Long Embroidery and Xainsook.
35c and $1.25 Long Lace Trim and Muslin

... 1.15

and

1.30

20c and

80c

$1.30 and

1.50

$2.50 Short Xainsook. embroidery flounce

1.50

75c Xainsook Gowns

$1.50

$2 Kahki, good grade

.

and $1.50 Work Gloves

$2 and $3 Short Silk, hue trimmed

35c

1.00

85c and $1.50 Xainsook, lace and embroidery trimmed Petty
,
Coats
50c and

1.00

35c. 50e and

G.00

05c and 75c Xainsook Hemstitched

(iOe

Muslin and (luting

1.00

20c and

30c

and

50c

IOe

Remember to Bring; the Cash
You surely would never think of getting such bargains as these
only for spot cash. Bring the old purse along and open it up. It will
pay you to see your banker and pay a liberal interest for a month or
so to be able to secure goods such as you will surely need, if not now,
at a very early date. Don't try to borrow from a friend, but see a
banker at once.

As well as those in the city who need a few fill

ins in all reliable merchandise can save from 10 to
50 per cent by buying their merchandise here at this
slaughter price.

VI

80c

$2 and $2.75 long China Silk Dresses

2.00

$3 All Linen Crash, color, tan
$2.25 White Indian Head Skirt

55c

Infants Wear in High Grade Goods. Nothing too
Good for the Little Fellow; You Know

80c

Country Merchants

VI

2.00

80c

VI
VI

1.75

Ready to Wear, Wash and Wool Skirts, Big Values
for Little Money

former price' $2.50, $1, $5, $7.50

35c and

Underwear for the Whole Family

1.00

Serpent ine Crepe
Silk

and white

and Mines' long and short silk
!i'e. $1.15 and $2.00

Better Stock Up. Never Again Can You Hope to Get Such Prin.
Ladies Yosts. 10c. 15c. 35c and 00c
".'ir, 0c. 20c and 10c

$1.50

$1.25 Lawns

and $10 suits, now at
$1, $1.50, $2, $3, $5.
Thev are last year's styles but styles for boys are not so fickle as
for the lady, so you will grab these bargains.

VI

$3.50 Cheviots, splendid grade,

2.00

5.00

$1.50, $2 and $2.5n Gent's high grade Kid Gloves. .75c,

Kimonas and Sacks for Less Than the Material
Would Cost Ycu

School Suits for Boys

VI

2.00

.0

$1, $3.50 mid

$1.5(i and $1."5 Kid, highest grades, asst.
$ 1.25

$10.

grade, $1.50. $5 and

and s.V long and short Chamoisetie
$1.25 Kazan Kids, large si.es

QO

$1.75 to
$1 and $5 White Embroidered, good grade
$5 Sailor Dresses, While Percale, trimmed in blue
$.1.50,
$2.50 and $3.50 Pen-ale-

hij.'li

ii5e

50c

$15 While Embroidered, splendid grade, well made

Others, aborted lots,
50c, GOe B. Y. I). 1'orusknit and fine ribbed Underwear, 30c,

ages 3 to 15

I'Oe

$2.00 and $3.00

$2.25 and $3 Crepe, assorted colors
$2 Lawn Kimonas, well made, splendid values

a few

0e.

,

and $S assorted colors

5e. $1.50 and $2.i5 Ladies
in black

$1.75

20c

Just

5c.

$C,

Coat--

Gents, Ladies and Misses Gloves in Silk and Kid as
Well as Work Gloves. Better lay in a Years' Supply

Wash Dresses at Unheard of Prices

35c

President Suspenders

7

,

25c, 30c and 10c Grade

VI

$2.5ii.

$1.5

$1.5(1

$2, $3 and $3.50 Union Suits, silk and wool and velvet rib, $1, $1.50

VI

$V.50, $S. $10 .Misses' Cloth

$2.50

$1.25 and $1.50 High Grade Madras

$1.25. $1.50, $1.;5 Coat Shirts, new assortment, toe, $1 and $1.10
The above is the well known brand of Fergusson McKinney
Shirts that cannot be beat at any price.
50c, 05c and "5c Blue Chambrays, Kahki, Black Sateens 35c, 45c
I0o
15c Corliss Coon Collars

VI

3.V

.

G

JS

Ladies, Misses and Childrens Winter Coats, Pricet
Sacrificed Mercilessly
cli. $15 and $30 Ladies' Coals
$5, $7.50 and $20.00

corsets

C. $1.50 and

of d. C. 50c, 75c and $1 eorsols

Batiste Embroidery and Laee Trimmed
$1.25, $1. 50 and $2 Embroidery anil Laee Trimmed

40c

shirt

Everbody will have a
chance to satisfy their
smallest wants

XCUA

Corsets and Accessories

in

3

Men's Furnishings at a Great Saving for
the Early Buyer

VI

S

X

Lingerie Waists way Below Cost

This is the well known Kirschbaum clothing, as good as you
will pay $20 and $25 for usually.

VI

OO

$3.50 ('. B. Coiveis. ail highest grade

16.00 and $20.00 All Wool Suits, fully guaranteed. $9. and $12.00
$7 and 8.50
$12.50. $14. and $15 All Wool Suits

VI

J.

Gr

$1. $1.35 C. B. Corsets, our leader, all highest, grade. .(;5c and OOo
$1.30 and $1.5)
$l.r,5 and $2 C. B. Corsets, all higher grade

Men' Suits Slaughtered

VI

of

Sale

""

We are giving you real values of real merchandise, the kind we
built up our business on.
This store will be closed on Friday, Aug. 30 and until 9 o'clock Sat.
in order to finish marking down and arranging for this slaughter sale.
Don't forget that this sale will last 30 days or until every article in
the store is sold but the early buyer will find choice bargains and a
better selection than the late fellow.
It would be a matter of impossibility to name you prices on all
articles as you will find many thousand such bargains here.

We must positively clean up every item in our Big $25,000 Stock
of the newest and cleanest stock of high class merchandise in this

to
to

r

SSB

VI

VI

grade Cotton and
and 25c
17
Silk
25c
Bursoh
well
known
Ladies'
20c,
50c
make, 17c,
25c, 35c and
20o
35c Ladies' Mercerized Lisle, assorted colors,
40c, 85c and $1.25
50c, $1.25 and $1.75 Silk, assorted colors
10c and 20c
15c and 25c Lisle, assorted colors,
20c
25c Infants All Wool Hose, assorted colors

VI

lift
VI

Notions and Findings
Buttons, Trimmings, Neckwear, etc. They go too.
member there is no hold out from this sale.

Dress Trimmings Bandings and A Hovers

Re-

Table and Bed Linens

The above line is very complete and we should be able to fill your
wants at the beginning of this sale. You will hold your breath when
you hear the price named.

85c
35c and 40c
35c

$1.25 All Silk Messaline, assorted colors
00c Kimona Silk and Silk Toplins
GOe grade China Silk, black and white only,

the

Better get here before the line is broken.

Just Look Over This Silk Reduction

VI

The very best and most reliable grades we will lay on
the altar at prices to move them at once.

hest assortment of the above line of
in
the state that will be priced 100 to
staple and high grade goods
less than you can buy reliable goods any place.
200
We claim to have

7c

10c and 2 for 25c Men's Half Hose
S5c, 35c, 50c Men's Half Hose, high

VI

Umbrellas and Parasols

Ribbons Laces and Emboideries

Never Again Will You get Hosiery at the Prices we
are now Closing Them out at

Belts, Bags, etc. Marked Very low

Sheetings, Sheets, Pillow Cases, Muslins, Towels. AH join
hands to follow the rest of the stock out among the wise
buyers.
Mexican Drawn Work

Wash Bags in Velvet and Oriental as well as Leather Bags.
Music Uolls and goods in this line sacrificed to keep up the pace.

The most remarkable of all our bargains you will find in this
department. Now is the time to forsee your Xmas wants.

VI

Vli
VI

VI

Better Hurry In if you desire to have full advantage of this
Mammoth Closing Out Sale of all new Reliable Merchandise
IF

VI

'
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HOT FLASHES.

THE HOME OF

RATES ARE MADE

Women in middle age often complain of hot flashes. They are at that Mage
w'lich only Dr.
of life when.rheir delicate organism needs a tonic and helping-hanPierce's Favorite Prescription can give them. Many women suffer needlessly trora
dizzigirlhood to womanhood and from motherhood to old c,;c with backache,
"
ness or headache. A woman olten becomes sleepless, nsrvous, "
irritable and feels tired from morning ;o i.if,ht. When pains and acre? rack the
womanly system at frequent intervals, A your neighbor i Uut

Quality Groceries
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Doctor Pierce's Favorite Pr ascription.

BY

I
Mrs. J. Imiiof, oi 821 S. Bontalun Street, Baltimore, Md., au, a:
wrote you about nir.e months ao, telling you of my condition. 1 have a
nine ncunda when born. She is my thm; c.nl.i
fine hahvirirl she
and the strongest of thum all. lly suffering was on:y for two b nrt.
took several bottles of 'Favorite Prescription' and one of Dr. I'ier-e'Smart-WeeI never had a well day before I took your medicines. 1 was
surprised how well I felt could eat was always hungry, and never had a
sick stomach. The nurse who was wi'.h me said ihe medicine was wonderful because I (jot along so nicely after having had so much trouble before.
She intends to recommend !t to all her sufferinff patients. Everybody is
astonished at me because I only weijrhed 102 pounds before and now 1
weigh 135. I have had several ladies come to me end ask about Dr. Pierce's
I am willing to recommend it to all who suffer and want help.
medicine.
tuts. Imuof & Ciiilb.
If any want info TnatJon I will be glad to give it to them.

WHO GOT ENTIRE CARLOAD
OF CEMENT IN SOCORRO
COUNTY ASKS MR. GUILFOIL.

(Continued From Page
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.

$1.00

Total overpayment
$24.00
Improper Expenditures.
Bill, Jan. 31. 1911, Hilton Phar2.15
macy, 1 box cigars
Biil
March 31, 1911, Hilton
4.00
Pharmacy, 1 fountain pen
Bill Dec. 12, 1911,
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F. ANDREWS

Typewriter

fountain pen
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Juarez, Mex., Aug. 29. General E.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 29. Pre-- , 7.. Steever commander of the Department of Texas accompanied by Comfacing his remarks with the explana- SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.
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gress today that in his opinion that played the "Star spangled banner."
you.
In the probate court this' morning,
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"In Texas," he said, "the railway
The visit this morning was a re-- and who died recently from the ef- That Little Lamb Ere This
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rates
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tnrn call, General Tellez and officers fects
gasoline explosion.
in
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(Continued from page one.)
break yesterday, with fourteen boys, That
just as well tor you if the port of
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of
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twentyschool, for a trip
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On their return to- Hp minted the rates from Galveston five mules loaded with provisions and up the canyon.
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all cap-- ' night, half a dozen of the boys will The Lamb and Mutton purchased here
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Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
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Rooms elegantly furnished and havjthe Salvation Army swung into line
inrecedine the mourners of the familv '"g a" modern conveniences, lnclud'
Boys and Girls going to Grades or who were led by General and Mrs. ing electric light, steam heat and
. t'aths, in the First
National Bank
proces-horseHigh School its the cart before thejBramwell Booth. The who!
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
I.earn Shorthand and Type- - sion was more than a mile long,
Let us have all your quilts, com--;
Most fittingly the procession
writing first, then attend the Public
and the result will be ten sed through a portion of that section forts, blankets, carpets, rugs, etc., to
times higher.
Why? The "why" is of the city where the work of the wash and renovate for you, by out
most clear you do all your lessons Salvation Army is best known and special process. The Santa Fe Elecin Shorthand, and take teacher's ta!k; there in front of the houses, stood tric l.nundrv.
During Attorney Renehan's recent
as well, and at home, or at our day 'many poor women and children, who
or night gathering, or from 4 to 5 had at some time or other received business trip to Taos, an appeal was
granted in the Frazer case, involving
o'clock after leaving school, you type- - benefit from the army,
As General Booth
had been an the sale of the mining property at
write evervthine. Oh' it's the sen-R. V. BOYLE, Mg
sible way, isn't it? We will lend y0u nonorary free man ot tne city of Ij0n" Twining, Taos county. A supersedeas
Phone Black 12.
!a good machine at your home for;"00 tne 1J Mayr appeared on the bond was fixed at $32,000. The court
and denied a motion to appoint another
practice. Come in say what you can balcony of the mansion house
receiver to take the place of Howard
pay weekly. AVE are not robbers, for saluted the coffin.
we don't want a lump of cash down. , The servic was a simule one con" Vaughn, the original appointee.
Don't throw away your fountain
!so much a week, that's all. Parents, 8 81 in,s for the m8t part ot sinSinS
springe for lack of tubing. New tubthis method saves you $1000 come of salvation army hymns.
ing sold in any length at Zook's.
in; we'll prove it.
San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua, Aug.
"Did you ever stop and wonder, stop
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and ponder, Btop and think, what this
take our Business Course as a past-tim- 23. The cruiser California arrived
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nf ATMofnan Wfa anil n.nna.tv of the year everybody is too busy.
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evenings at ere
Students getting ready to go to
7:30. But we say, "One thing at a
HEADQUATERS FOR
time," and well done at that. Thej
HIGH-GRAD- E
present day method is Shorthand
and Typewriting first, then High
HAVE YOUR WATCH
School, if wanted. The best spellers,
Post Toasties nutritious are simply delicious ;
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
writers, and clever boys and girls,
brown
are those who never waste their time,
and
and
;
WATCH will run without
flaky
crispy
They're
and parents their money, on a High
oil or cleaning longer than
Their exquisite flavor has surely won favor,
School first. What use is a Graduate
any other piece of machinwith a Diploma, if he er can't spell,
them and banish that frown.
ery but it needs both occasionJust
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'
write, or know anything to merit a
ally.
suitable situation; a shocking waste
rim of
consider
the
will
If
that
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Written bvD. WHEDON.
of time and money.
The cart is be631 Millard Ave., Chicago, Ills.
the balance wheel traveU over fifteen
fore the horse.
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
Finally, Parents be sensible to your
Are
50
One of the Jinnies for whleh the Pwtum Co.,
twee a year. It will increase the
own interests and your child's, and
Battle Creek, Mich., paid $1,0.0.00 in June.
li'e and accuracy of your watch.
come to the Santa Fe Business Col- - j
Leave your watch with us
lege this day.

MISS A. MUGLER,
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(see folio 12G commissoner's proceed
ings), in case State vs. Welch first.
Bill rendered June 30th shows:
13.15
Cost
Bill rendered Dec. 31,
8.45
1911, shows cost....
4.70
$
Overpayment
4.55
Overpayment shown above . .
Overpayment account previous14.75
ly paid
And included in total of $97.70
in
statement in
difference
cost rendered in case.
4.70
State versus Welch

Sugar
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UNITED STATES
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latest

broken-down,-

JUDGE HELM BEFORE

is the difference
between
Mary's little lamb then and now?

What
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rail-late-
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T0URI5T

FOR SALE
E

RATES

i

fiHSCHESTER S PILLS

AND WEST

ir.

ollit-i-

r.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
St. Louis, St. Paul,
$50.35
$50.35
$44.35
Colo. Springs,
Pueblo,
$16.15
$18.15

Denver,

Chicago,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

CALIFORNIA.

San Francisco,

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

One way via Portland,

$46.90

$55.90

$73.35

Return limit, Oct. 31st.
SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.

San Francisco,

x,

i

o-

San Francisco,

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$40.55

$50.55

$67.50

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

Monarch

t

Malleable Range

'

!vr.

f 'ZtLTZ..

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

.l.

FtT

head-mitte-

On sale August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6. 1912.
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.

Eastern

I.ifh

df

atSv

For further information call on or address,

Santa Fe Hardware

l,

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
Sale

Daily,

Sept. 30,
IN CONNECTION WITH THE
CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

$50.35
$79.35

Until

1912.

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

$85.95
LOUS, $44.35

BOSTON,

BUFFALO,

ST.

ST. PAIL,

mm

& Supply Co.

-

SANTA FE, N. M.

On

van

....dVTf

"

'

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

m

M

1

San Diego,

Liberal Stop Over Privileges.

TO REST

MJar. mm There's

On sale daily, to September 30th.

Los Angeles,

-

$69.85
$50.35

APRICOTS
NOW
the clarendon garden

S . SPITZ

e

THE JEWELER.

j

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
AI IPORMf
ftiLlI
UHMi
route,

A Coinf via El Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
Jsame
or via A., T. & S. F.

LOS ANGELES

and

SAN DIEGO,

$46.90

SAN FRANCISCO,

$55.90

For further information address Eugene Fox, Qen'l
senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
H. A. COOMER,

General Manager

N. M. C. R. R.,

Pas-

SANTA FE, N. M

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

" Time Pieces That

to-o- ar.

Reliable."

